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One X One
Paul Weller

tabbed by noelgall

ONE X ONE         Illumination         Paul Weller     

Capo 2nd fret

INTRO: E-0----0----0----0-----  
       B--1----1----0----0----
       G---2----2----0----0---
       D----2----2----2----2--
       A-0----0---------------
       E-----------0-----0----   x2

       Fmaj7   Em   G#m

VERSES:
Am
share your dreams
                Em
give us all the beam we need
                          Fmaj7
like electric light in a ballroom scene
              G    G#m
going on one x one

Am
shed your chains
                      Em
to earth like dew and all remain
            Fmaj7
forever in another vein
                    G         G#m
as you slip into another dream

   Am
oh give your love
                Em
give herself a thing you ve got
                        Fmaj7
the words are a better place for that
                       G   G#m
when you have love to give

CHORUS:
Dm             F
 don t fear not
                Em  F



not where you tread
Dm        F
 fear only 
                 Em  F
the lies you re fed

VERSES:
Am
head that sign
                   Em
for all of us who wait in line
                 Fmaj7
waiting for the words to rhyme
                     G     G#m
bringing on a brand new day

   Am
oh give your love
                Em
give herself a thing you ve got
                        Fmaj7
the words are a better place for that
                       G   G#m
when you have love to give                                                      
                  

CHORUS:

Dm   F   Em   F

Dm             F
 don t fear not
                Em  F
not where you tread
Dm        F
 fear only 
                 Em  F
the lies you re fed
Dm             F
 don t fear not
                Em  F
not where you tread

BRIDGE:

C   Bb 

F                C     Bb 
so dance little dancer
F                         C     Bb
like you ve never danced before
F                                 C    Bb
it s just a moment we re going through



F                              C   Bb
this is the new dance that we do
F                 C     Bb
so sing little brother
F                 C    Bb
and turn on everyone
F                 C    Bb
lift are spirits high
F                      C Bb E
to a place we need to find

VERSES:
Am
share your dreams
                Em
give us all the beam we need
                          Fmaj7
like electric light in a ballroom scene
              G    G#m
going on one x one

   Am
ah shed your chains
                      Em
to earth like dew and all remain
            Fmaj7
forever in another vein
              G    G#m
going on one x one..........[ad libitum]


